
BABY MAFIA 1051 

Chapter 1051: "Crystal Pisa Tower" 

Aaron didn't intend to reveal the fact that it was Ainsley who wanted to buy the building. 

He would just buy the building using the Graph's family name and then resold it to Ainsley to be her 

guild branch in the Gasha Country. 

After all, it was hard for foreigners to buy properties and lands in foreign countries if they didn't have 

any locals' backing. 

Now that the Graph Family wanted to be Ainsley's backer due to Aaron, it would be far easier for Ainsley 

to purchase the property. 

The agent didn't mind extra guests at all and immediately agreed. 

"It's okay, third young master. All your friends can also inspect the interior..." 

The agent was smiling politely when he suddenly remembered something and immediately slapped his 

forehead lightly. 

"And...ah! There will be another group of potential buyers who also want to inspect the building." 

It means they might meet other potential buyers when they inspect the building, and if these buyers 

also want to buy the building... 

The agent just wanted Aaron and Ainsley's group to be prepared for any slight conflict. 

Aaron had seen this kind of situation many times in his life, and he didn't pay attention to what the 

agent said at all. 

"Okay, okay, I don't care about other groups of potential buyers. Anyway, the Graph Family will 

immediately buy this building after I inspect the interior." 

Because the property sold wasn't only the land but also the whole building..I 

It means the price they had to pay included the interior design, the wall, the floor, the maintenance, and 

so on. 

The previous owner even left a lot of furniture and other facilities such as shelves, a swimming pool, a 

bar, and so on. 

Because of this, the group had to inspect the facility's quality to determine the final price. 

After the agent explained what they had to know, the group entered the building through the revolving 

door. 

The door was the main gate to the building, and it wasn't surprising to see such a high-quality crystal 

door. 

The surprise here actually came from the first floor of the building. 



Since it was a restaurant with many facilities, Ainsley thought that the first floor should be a waiting area 

or something. 

But it was actually a spacious hall, very similar to a hotel's lobby. 

No wonder others said that this building looked more like a hotel than a famous restaurant. 

The hall was spacious and was even bigger than Ainsley's main hall at home. 

Not to mention the floor, the wall, the lamps, and other furniture in this hall were all crystals with angels 

or celestial themes. 

People would feel like stepping into a palace in heaven by just visiting the first floor. 

Because the hall was already so beautiful, Ainsley was extremely satisfied with the first floor. 

The hall was suitable for her guild's lobby, and it could serve as a place to welcome guests who weren't 

guild members too. 

It's just perfect. 

Then, the group used the glass elevator to go to the second floor and checked the entire second floor 

once more. 

Because the building was a Pisa Tower-like building, each floor also had a circle shape, which means 

many types of furniture and other facilities were arranged to fit this shape design. 

Ainsley liked the interior design of the second floor. Not to mention that the second floor turned out to 

be a playground for guests. 

Ainsley could change this second floor to be a training room or office for the guild staff. 

Go on to the third floor, there was a large library full of exquisite books and such. 

Ainsley also liked this setting and didn't plan to change the design at all. 

If the first floor was the gate to heaven and the second floor was a relaxation place, the third floor was 

more like a solemn and awe-inspiring palace of books. 

One would immediately feel like holding their breath when they entered the third floor, afraid of 

disturbing the solemn atmosphere. 

The third floor was a huge library and could be used to store many items for the guild itself, but the 

fourth floor was built to be an indoor exercise field. 

This is extremely suitable for guild members to train their ability despite not having a lot of targets 

around. 

Ainsley believed that she could place a lot of medium-sized monsters and beasts on this floor to 

facilitate the guild members' training. 

The Guild Union Zone itself was also not far from a place full of wild monsters and beasts. 



This building was located at a strategic point that allowed people to easily hunt beasts and monsters for 

food ingredients or other things. 

What surprised Ainsley was the fifth floor which turned out to be an auction hall. 

It was strange that a restaurant had an auction hall, but it was said that this restaurant often auctioned 

off rare food or food ingredients. 

This is why the chef guild had a good relationship with the owner, and many foodies also liked to visit 

the restaurant just to participate in some rare food ingredients' auctions. 

As for Ainsley....she intended to use the auction hall for auctioning rare tamed monsters or beasts that 

the guild members got from their daily hunting and such. 

This place is really accommodating and somehow, it looked like it was tailor-made for her guild branch's 

headquarters in Gasha Country! 

Even the live broadcast audience who had never visited the building also expressed their fondness of 

this place– albeit the place is empty with only a few staff around. 

[Ah, ah! If the cub bought this building, you have to send some lottery tickets so that your fans can visit 

this building for free!] 

Chapter 1052: "Buying Properties Like Buying Veggies" 

[I don't know what the anchor wanted to do after buying this building...just don't change the interior 

design. It's already perfect!] 

[I heard that the agent mentioned the Graph Family...the guy with the afro hair is from the Graph 

Family?] 

[Yes, he should be. The Graph Family is famous in Gasha Country for its tourism, right?] 

[Then it means the anchor wants to collaborate with the Graph Family to open a tourism spot or 

something.] 

[It can be!] 

[Anyway, let's enjoy the tower tour. It's rare to see such a building in an empty state with no guests 

other than local staff!] 

While the audience talked about the tower tour, Ainsley was also busy checking the interior. 

So far, she liked the whole building. 

Even the sixth floor with a bar and dance floor was also quite pleasing to the eyes. 

The seventh floor was an indoor garden, and it had a lot of rare plants. 

It was really a pity that the owner also decided to leave the plants as it is, which means the entire 

property's price would be higher than the standard. 



If the seventh floor was a garden, then the eighth floor was surprisingly a lodging area for guests who 

wanted to stay for more than one night. 

Then, the ninth floor was a pool, a spa, a gym, and other luxury facilities such as a mini theater and so 

on. 

This place is becoming more and more unlike a restaurant. 

But the tenth floor was finally the real deal– it was the famous revolving restaurant. 

Because it was at the top of the building, the whole floor actually rotated bit by bit, showing off the 

beauty of the entire Guild Union Zone down there. 

The restaurant's walls were all made of glass, enabling people to sit down next to the glass wall to see 

the entire zone. 

The restaurant also had an open-kitchen performance at the center of the floor, giving another luxury 

and joy to the guests. 

No wonder many people wanted to visit this restaurant...it would make people feel like dining in 

heaven. 

There were also tons of celestials-related themes here, and many private rooms on this floor were made 

for celestials so that they could spread their wings without disturbing others. 

Ainsley didn't mind keeping the restaurant as it is. It could be used as the guild's public canteen or 

something. 

But maybe the tables and chairs would be replaced with benches and long tables to accommodate more 

people in one room. 

The restaurant's open kitchen would also become a banquet style for guild members to take food that 

they wanted. 

It's really like a school canteen. 

After inspecting all ten floors, Ainsley and the others went down to the first floor using the same glass 

elevator. 

On the way down, the property agent rubbed his hands expectantly as he looked at Aaron with bright 

eyes. 

"How is it, young master? Do you think this building suits your taste? If so, we can start negotiating the 

price..." 

Aaron didn't hesitate to nod. "I'm satisfied. We can start negotiating the price. Don't forget to prepare 

all the documents needed." 

The way Aaron spoke when buying a building was as if he's just buying a cabbage at the market. 

Even the live broadcast audiences were speechless. 

[This is the first time I have seen such a rich person.] 



[I think this is the first time we see how a rich person buys properties, right? It really looks so easy and 

simple.] 

[Hey, hey, do you know the Billios Family from the Godlif Country?] 

[I know, I know.] 

[Look. They're way richer than the Graph Family. So...will they also buy properties like buying veggies?!] 

[...it can be.] 

[+1. Can imagine.] 

[Maybe they even have an online shop for buying and selling properties? Who knows. In these rich 

people' eyes, buying houses is just like buying veggies...] 

[At least the cute little boss isn't this overbearing. Right, right, anchor?] 

The audiences were only fooling around, and the number of the viewers wasn't that much, anyway. 

They couldn't help but tease the cute anchor who looked as if she just opened a whole new world when 

shopping with Aaron. 

Ainsley also saw this comment questioning her, and the baby immediately softened her expression. 

She shook her head and spoke to the camera with a helpless face. 

"This is also my first time seeing rich people buying properties...I have never bought one before." 

Because she either conquers the territory or robs it. 

The Gasha Country had so few mafia families, which meant robbery and the territorial dispute was 

something uncommon. 

All things had to be settled through legal laws and the government was really strong to suppress various 

forces. 

The situation in the Godlif Country was the opposite. The mafia families had taken roots in that country 

for close to a hundred years. 

The government wasn't even older than the mafias so how could they get rid of the mafias. 

But this also made the Godlif Country as one of the most dangerous human countries in the world– all 

because of the law-breaking mafia families. 

Murder and fight between ability users are common in Godlif Country, and large scale wars such as the 

Aretha War or the Mausoleum Battle are all common. 

But in Gasha Country, it can't be like that. All fights and disputes between ability users have to be solved 

in the battle arena. 

That's why there would be a lot of battle arenas in Gasha Country, not only at the Guild Union Zone but 

everywhere else. 



The audiences thought that Ainsley never bought a property because she's still a child and only inherited 

what the Sloan Family had in the past. 

What a poor kid! 

Chapter 1053: "A Sudden Provocation" 

The audiences were ignorant but Aaron and the others in the scene except for the property agent knew 

the truth. 

Aaron even secretly rolled his eyes at the audiences on the live broadcast channel who had begun to 

comfort the little baby by sending her tons of gifts. 

Bah. What kind of poor little baby with no properties. 

Her properties from the Sloan Family alone is already a third of their Graph Family's total properties, not 

counting the Billios Family's properties. 

Where is the poor little baby? 

And this baby never bought properties because she robbed them! 

Aaron didn't discriminate against mafias and knew that Ainsley wasn't as innocent as she looked. 

It's just that...when he saw the audience scolding him for being too 'overbearing' and then comforting 

the baby with various gifts... 

He suddenly felt that the world isn't fair. 

Do you guys know who will buy this fckin building? It's not me. It's this baby! 

Aaron had the urge to tell the truth to the audience, but he held back and calmly walked out of the 

elevator. 

Since they had decided to buy the building, they only had to follow the property agent to sign the 

purchase contract and other documents before officially owning this building. 

But life isn't always as smooth as Ainsley's baby cheeks. 

When the group returned to the first floor, which was the building's main hall, they didn't expect to see 

another group of people walking toward them. 

This group should be another potential buyer that the property agent mentioned before, but what 

caught Ainsley and the others' attention was the group's various wings. 

Yes. This group of people with five to ten men and women have wings on their backs. 

And it doesn't look like fake wings. 

Then, they're either celestials or people with an ability to grow wings on their backs. 

Either way, with celestials here, it will be quite troublesome if they offend these potential buyers. 



Ainsley and the others decided to walk further away from the group of winged people, not wanting to 

create trouble. 

But it didn't mean the winged people also wanted to be peaceful. 

Ainsley and her people had just crossed the center of the main hall when one of the winged people 

noticed them. 

Out of the blue, this person suddenly shouted, attracting everyone's attention. 

"Hey, you guys!" The person with dark blue wings on his back raised an eyebrow as he rudely called out 

to Ainsley and the others. 

The way the person called them was like calling a pet or something. Even worse than a beloved pet. 

The live broadcast was still online, and the camera also caught this scene. 

In that instant, the live broadcast's AI habitually changed the title of the live broadcast channel. 

The title was 'Touring The Most Beautiful Tower In Gasha Country' before, and now, it has become 

'Outrageous! A bunch of winged people are bullying a baby!' 

The winged people had always been a source of attention, even for foreigners. 

It was coincidentally lunchtime, and many people were resting while watching online videos and such. 

Thus, when this kind of video appeared, many people with the heart of watching dramas immediately 

surged to the live broadcast channel. 

In just a few minutes, the number of viewers jumped from 10,000 viewers to 50,000 viewers! 

The winged people are known for their righteous and cold side. It's absolutely impossible to bully a child. 

But since the title is so misleading...even if it might be a clickbait, few people can resist the urge to take 

a look. 

But the title really didn't disappoint them. 

When the viewers surged in, they immediately saw a bunch of winged people approaching a small group 

of people with a baby at the front. 

The way these winged people approached the baby looked really arrogant and vile, not like the usual 

celestials at all. 

Some audiences didn't know what was going on but seeing this scene..they started to question what 

was going on. 

[Are these people real celestials? Maybe they're ability users with wings.] 

[There's no way celestials are like this!] 

[But...but I saw a few celestials mixed with this group...] 

[What happens? Don't tell me the baby offended them or something?] 



When new audiences doubted the live broadcast, the old audiences immediately rushed to defend their 

cute cub. 

[Our cub is obedient and nice! She didn't even do anything, and these people already started to provoke 

her.] 

[It must be because they also want to buy the building. Is this a conflict of interest?] 

[I think so. But can't the celestials tone down their arrogance a bit? Just because they're famous in 

Gasha Country, they can't bully such a child!] 

The audiences debated whether the celestials were real or false, whether it was Ainsley's fault first, and 

some even said that this scene might be a fake scene that the anchor prepared in advance. 

Regardless of the audiences' comments, Ainsley and the others could only look at the group of winged 

people with guarded faces. 

"Are you calling us?" Ainsley looked at the person with the dark blue winked, and blinked innocently. 

Okay. She doesn't want to offend others but others want to offend her! Why is that?! 

If it's because of a conflict of interest, there's no need to be this childish. 

Just pay more money and unique items to buy the building from the original owner's hands. 

It's unreasonable to provoke them like this! 

But what Ainsley didn't know is that...the person deliberately called her out not because of her identity 

as a fellow potential buyer but because of her appearance. 

Yes. Someone misunderstood her appearance as the blood clan's cub once more! 

Chapter 1054: "The Winged Guild" 

The celestials did dislike the blood clan. But this person with dark blue wings isn't a celestial. He's an 

ability user with the power to grow wings. 

Still, even when he's not a celestial, in this country where people love wings to death, the ability user 

that people respect the most isn't the alchemist or the tamers, but... 

These winged ability users. 

The locals called them the celestials' disciples because they could grow wings and have similar abilities 

to their innate talents! 

If there is a young celestial who hasn't awakened their ability, the celestial would be so similar to these 

ability users. 

And these ability users gathered in one guild called the Winged Guild. 

Ainsley didn't know anything about this, but at the moment, the person with dark blue wings had 

already responded to her innocent question. 

"Little brat, are you a blood clan's cub? Don't you know that celestials dislike the blood clan the most?" 



The young man peeked at several real celestials in the crowd, and when he saw the celestials' faces 

turned several degrees colder, he tugged the corner of his lips. 

Good. He really attracts the celestials' attention by provoking that blood clan's cub! 

He didn't know why there was a blood clan's cub among humans. 

She could even leisurely visit the Gasha Country which was famous for its celestials! 

Anyway, this kid is a good stepping stone for him to curry favor with these celestials. 

If the celestials wanted to join his winged guild, wouldn't the guild leader promote him within minutes? 

The Winged Guild is a guild with the closest relationship with the celestial, but having celestials as their 

guild member is quite a hard thing to do. 

After all, the celestials aren't permanent citizens and even if the local government allows non-

permanent citizens to join any guilds in Gasha Country... 

The celestials are usually indifferent to the humans' political issues and relationships. 

Joining a guild is the same as deepening their bond with humans, and few celestials will do this. 

The young man with dark blue wings wanted to get more promotion and the easiest way is to curry 

favor with the celestials. 

Now that he accidentally met a blood clan's cub...considering how much hatred the celestials had 

towards the blood clan... 

This is a good chance! 

The young man cleared his throat as he looked down at Ainsley, who was only a few meters away from 

him. 

"This blood clan's cub here. Do you also want to buy this building? Or maybe it's your friend?" 

The young man obviously noticed Aaron and knew his identity because of his unique afro hair. 

But the Winged Guild, one of the biggest guilds in this country would never back down in front of the 

Graph Family who was famous for its tourism business. 

The Graph family wasn't a strong family like the Billios Family in terms of military strength. 

That's why they often hired many mercenaries to protect the family and had good relationships with a 

lot of battle-focused guilds. 

It included their Winged Guild. 

So, the young man believed that the Graph Family would never offend an important guild member like 

him for a mere blood clan's cub. 

"A blood clan's cub with dirty blood like you...how can you covet such a beautiful building?" 

The young man clicked his tongue in disdain. 



"Don't you know that our Winged Guild wants to move our headquarters here? You dare to covet what 

is ours?!" 

Ainsley was instantly dumbfounded. 

Even the live broadcast audiences were silent for a few moments before frantically sending barrages. 

[Is this person retarded?! Why can't the cub buy this building? Have you booked this building or 

something?] 

[Wow. I heard that the Winged Guild members are all arrogant. I didn't expect it to be true.] 

[They're the overlords of the Gasha Country. Just like how the mafias are the overlords of the Godlif 

country.] 

[Peh. These people only relied on the fact that they could grow wings like the celestials. If the celestials 

didn't protect this country because of wings-related things...] 

[Hush, hush, don't speak bad things about the celestials! Just mock this brainless winged ability user!] 

[Let's not call the celestials as winged people. Winged people are more suitable for those with human 

blood who can grow wings.] 

[Agree, agree. Anyway, how can this person be so arrogant? Just because his guild wants to move their 

headquarters here...] 

[If you have money, place a higher bid than the cub and the third young master Graph!] 

[But hey, will the Graph's third young master bow before this person? I heard that the Graph Family 

often relied on the Winged Guild to protect them...] 

Aaron also knew that he couldn't offend the Winged Guild, but it didn't mean Ainsley couldn't. 

The baby squinted at the young man and laughed like a little devil. 

"The big brother here. Are you mentally retarded or something? Have you booked this building to be 

yours? Have you paid for this building? No, right?" 

Ainsley crossed her arms in front of her chest and sneered at the young man with her cute face and 

milky voice. 

It's so contrasting, but...it's cute! 

"Bah, bah. Big Brother, if your guild is poor and can't afford higher prices, just say so!" 

"No need to beat a fellow potential buyer so that you can buy it at a lower price!" 

Yes. This person is really unreasonable. 

Why should he say that Ain can't buy this building because his guild wanted the building? 

Hearing Ainsley's sharp words, the young man's face instantly turned as blue as his feathered wings. 



"Y-you! You!" The young man pointed his finger at Ainsley, but he was so speechless that his finger 

shook for a few seconds. 

He's about to die of anger! 

Chapter 1055: "Fight Me" 

Facing the young man's blue face and shaky voice, Ainsley calmly raised an eyebrow. 

"What? You can't even speak straight? Big Brother, I think you're an embarrassment for people with 

wings and whoever joined your guild." 

Ainsley peeked at the celestials and other guild members in the crowd behind the young man before 

giggling sarcastically. 

"You can't even speak properly...I think your guild isn't that awesome." 

Boom! 

Such an insult instantly offended all the guild members in the crowd! 

But surprisingly, the celestials weren't really offended. 

For perfect war machines like them, showing flaws and weaknesses was indeed something shameful. 

This young man can't even speak properly due to extreme anger. He can't control his emotions and let 

the enemy lead him by the nose... 

Disappointing. Why should they join such a weak guild? 

The young man was sensitive and could feel the celestials' gazes on him. 

He could even feel their attitude changing from the previous lukewarm attitude to the cold and 

indifferent one. 

No! The celestials are disappointed with him! 

The young man panicked. He was the leader of the young men's group in the Winged Guild. 

His ability was one of the best among the youngsters, and people said that he would be the future guild 

leader once he grew up. 

He was only twenty-ish but already so promising. 

The celestials also treated him differently from other members, all because of his potential. 

But now...they are disappointed in him! No! 

This can't happen! His road to being promoted will be gone and he might even lose favor! 

The young man, Charles, immediately looked back and forth between the celestials and Ainsley. 

After looking at both sides nervously, he calmed down and glared at Ainsley, acting as if he wasn't 

nervous in the first place. 



"You stinky blood clan's cub." 

Charles gritted his teeth and shifted the conversation from his humiliation to other topics. 

"Listen here, brat. If you have money to buy this building, go on. But you know that this zone's tradition 

of solving conflict isn't through smashing money?" 

Yes. No matter what the conflict, the people in the Guild Union Zone are used to using the fighting arena 

as a way to solve the problem. 

The winner will have an advantage over the problem they have, and the loser must obey the winner's 

requests and such. 

Because of this, the Guild Union's zone raised tons of excellent ability users. 

After all, the fighting arena wasn't only for the battle-focused ability users but can be used for other 

contests as well. 

The chef would compete with their food. The alchemists would compete with their potion. 

The tamers would compete with their beasts and monsters or live taming on the spot. 

If the two sides in the challenge had different expertise, they would discuss what kind of contest would 

be fair for both sides. 

Because of this, no one could say that the battle was unfair because both sides could insert their own 

opinion before starting the duel. 

Basically, everyone in the Guild Union Zone knew about the fairness of their tradition, but Charles felt 

that Ainsley wouldn't know. 

Charles snorted at Ainsley, thinking that she was a foreigner and wouldn't know about the local 

custom....he didn't bother to tell her. 

"According to this zone's rule, if there's a conflict of all types, we have to solve it on the ring. Go to the 

battle arena and fight." 

Charles's dark blue wings trembled as he spoke in a cold voice. 

Yes, Charles really didn't deceive Ainsley, but the way he spoke automatically assumed that they would 

solve the problem through ability clashes, not using another type of duels. 

Indeed, Ainsley didn't know that there could be other duel types as well. 

But even if she knew, she wouldn't mind accompanying this arrogant person to play. 

"Oh, big brother. You want to fight me at the arena?" Ainsley raised an eyebrow with eyes full of 

interest. 

She had never fought anyone from other countries and this might be a good chance to test the other 

party's ability legally. 



Besides, Ainsley believed that with her unique abilities, even if her strength realm was way weaker than 

Charles, she would still win. 

And, hey. In this world, with the law of the jungles, showing your strength to potential guild members in 

this country will be a good way to establish the guild's foundation. 

If the guild founder is strong, the members will also trust the guild founder and many new members will 

be interested to join the guild. 

Not to mention that other guild leaders will also think twice when they want to offend her. 

Ainsley didn't want to fight a meaningless battle, but Charles gave her an opportunity. Why should she 

refuse? 

Seeing that Ainsley was still fearless even when he challenged her, Charles clicked his tongue in disdain. 

"A newborn calf is not afraid of a tiger. You're really arrogant, brat. If you can't fight, you can also let 

other people fight for you." 

Charles knew that the blood clan was a strong race, and even their cubs were all talented. 

But could he lose against a four-year-old baby? 

Impossible. 

His wings aren't just decorations and they also have a lot of hidden special skills! 

Ainsley shook her head at Charles's words. "No. I'll fight you on my own. Just you alone, big brother...I 

don't need anyone to help me." 

Ainsley's words not only attracted the celestials and the Winged guild members, but also the live 

broadcast audiences. 

Right now, the number of viewers has soared to 100,000 viewers because the title has just changed. 

[Hot battle! A prodigy winged person VS baby mafia boss!] 

Many people, especially ordinary people, liked to watch ability users fight. 

This kind of video title immediately attracted countless viewers! 

Chapter 1056: "Voting Poll" 

There were many live broadcast channels showing duels and battles between ability users, but because 

they were all mock battles, it wasn't that exciting. 

So, it was rare to watch a genuine battle between enemies! 

And the anchor was at the Gasha Country, which means she could fight in the ring. Many people would 

also watch her... 

This time, the live broadcast audience was divided into two sides. 

Some people from the Gasha Country supported Charles due to his nationality. 



Then, the other side supported Ainsley because they were from the Godlif country! 

A simple duel challenge between the two people escalated to a battle between two countries. 

The live broadcast's AI was also clever enough to add some tags related to the Godlif country and the 

Gasha Country, alluring more viewers from both countries to watch. 

After all, this might affect their pride over their nation. They had to come and cheer for their country's 

representative! 

In just a few minutes, the number of live broadcast viewers soared all the way to 300,000 people. 

The Live broadcast AI even opened a voting poll for the audiences to bet on which side they wanted to 

support. 

To be able to cast a vote, one had to give at least the cheapest gift in the broadcasting platform– the 

cola. 

The more expensive the gift, the more votes the user could give to the winning candidate. 

Driven with competitive spirit, many people smashed countless expensive gifts just to cast votes on 

either Charles or Ainsley! 

[Monica Yazzie sends you a luxury car worth 1000 coins ×2] 

[Xomatsumaeohana sends you a castle worth 5000 coins ×1] 

Both people voted for Ainsley and for a moment, the voting poll favored Ainsley. 

But the people from the Gasha Country saw the situation and also smashed more gifts to vote for 

Charles! 

They didn't mind even if the gift's money went to Ainsley's pocket. They just wanted to support their 

country's citizens! 

The live broadcast's AI in charge of Ainsley's live broadcast room was also smart. It immediately made a 

few new rules related to the voting poll. 

[Announcement: the audience who vote for the final winner will get back their money and will also 

receive money from the opponent's side.] 

But the anchor would take half of the overall gift smashed today and the platform would also get 20% of 

the overall gift. 

Thus, the viewers who won the bet would get some money but only the few big money smashers would 

get back their fortune. 

The AI limited the number of viewers who could win back their money starting from those who gifted 

luxury cars worth 1000 coins and above. 

Still, many people didn't have the mentality to gamble or something. 

They gave a cola, a pizza or an inspirational capsule just to give more votes and it's all for fun. 



Of course, the rich audience wanted to get some benefit from this gamble and smashed several precious 

gifts worth more than 5,000 coins. 

Ainsley didn't know anything about the raining gift on her live broadcast channel. Right now, she's still 

talking to Charles and mocking him. 

"Big brother, when will we fight? Should we go now? Or maybe you are afraid to fight me?" 

Ainsley was a bit impatient and only wanted to finish the battle as fast as she could. 

She wanted to buy this building and immediately registered to the local government to build a guild 

branch here. 

As a guild-loving country, the government didn't object to foreigners creating guilds here, but if there 

was already the same guild type built by the local citizens here... 

The government would reject the foreigners. 

Of course, large guilds well-known all over the world, such as the alchemist guild, the tamers guild, and 

so on, had one headquarters every decade. 

Other guild headquarters in various countries would still be considered 'branch guilds' because they 

would have one guild master but countless guild leaders. 

Of course, Ainsley wasn't only the guild master but also the guild founder. 

The guild she would make in Gasha Country was indeed only a branch, but it was considered the 

headquarters of the Gasha Country's branch. 

Not to mention that there weren't any guilds like the Irregular Tamer guild here, so Ainsley was sure 

that she could pass the inspection and get her guild-building license. 

Ainsley was impatient, and Charles was the same. He not only wanted the crystal tower for his guild but 

also wanted to regain the celestials' favor. 

The celestials respected the strong and the kind. 

If he's not kind, he could be strong. 

And this ignorant brat is the best stepping stone! Not to mention that she's a blood clan's cub. 

All celestials will subconsciously dislike her! 

"Little brat, don't be impatient. I am ready to fight you anytime. Let's go! Let's visit the largest fighting 

arena on Battle Street." 

Charles already agreed. What else could they do? 

Aaron and the others weren't worried about Ainsley fighting a local as soon as she visited this country. 

Anyway, this baby had a physique that attracted trouble and crazy people... 

The Winged guild members were also itching to beat up Ainsley and they were all happy to see Charles 

signing up to fight that brat. 



As for the celestials...they kept a flat and cold face all around, but they were also a bit excited to see a 

battle. 

As a bunch of battle maniacs, the celestials liked to watch ability users' fights. 

So, many celestials actually stayed around the battle arenas to watch on-going battles. 

Since both parties agreed to fight, the group immediately departed to find the nearby fighting arena. 

They're going to fight in front of other on the spot audiences too! 

Chapter 1057: "The Only Exception" 

At first, Charles wanted to occupy the biggest fighting arena with the largest audience seats possible, 

but currently, there were too many on-going battles. 

Thus, he could only visit a relatively small battle arena with a few battle rings. 

This battle arena was like a large coliseum with several battle rings on the field. 

This small battle arena is usually for relatively small battles and people often used this battle arena to 

train and not to solve disputes. 

To solve disputes, the battle arena had their own arena...and it was all underground. 

There was only one underground arena, and from time to time, the schedule would always be full of 

people wanting to solve their conflicts. 

This underground arena was built like an indoor soccer stadium. 

Rows and rows of seats and a hall as big as a volleyball field were all created with the best materials to 

withstand various unique abilities. 

There were even protective barriers between the field and the audience seats, ensuring the audience's 

safety. 

This battle arena could house up to 1,000 audiences, and the fighting area was also smaller than other 

underground battle arenas. 

After all, other huge battle arenas also provided this kind of special arenas for fighters on the surface 

and not underground. 

The field would be larger than this volleyball game field. 

But the other arenas were currently full, and the only one with an empty schedule was this arena. 

There were five arenas on Battle Street starting from Arena A, B, C, D, and lately E. 

The one Ainsley and Charles visited was Arena E, the smallest fighting ground. 

Anyway, the ceiling was high, and it wasn't a hassle for someone like Charles, who had wings and could 

fly. 



As long as both sides didn't use large-sized monsters or beasts to fight, they could comfortably use the 

arena. 

Charles brought Ainsley and the others to the registration booth and immediately signed up for the 

upcoming match in an hour. 

There was always an hour of preparation for the arena to send out news on the internet so that 

interested people could come to the theater to watch the battle. 

All the audiences had to pay a certain fee for tickets when they wanted to watch the fight. 

Usually, famous fighters would have higher ticket fees and the fighters would also get a percentage of 

the overall ticket sales profit. 

As usual, the staff recorded Charles' special abilities, his background and his famous title and so on to 

better attract audiences to come and watch the battle. 

When it was Ainsley's turn to sign up, the female staff was stunned for a few minutes. 

"This...how old are you, little girl?" The staff felt that she had never been so awkward facing a fighter. 

She had never seen a child fighting in this kind of arena, okay?! 

Even if children also had conflicts, no one would go to the arena to fight! 

They would just fight in private because kids' power couldn't really harm anyone, especially when they 

had just awakened their abilities. 

The youngest fighter that once fought in the arena was only thirteen or twelve years old and the person 

was already regarded as a prodigy. 

Now, this person has many fans. 

But now, there's a toddler who wants to enter the arena! 

Ainsley could understand the staff's awkwardness and immediately smiled at the staff with bright eyes. 

"Hello, big sis. I'm four years old this year, and my name is...uh, just call me the Godtoddler." 

The fighters here can also use pseudonyms and even though her live broadcast audiences might already 

guess her true name, Ainsley still wanted to use a pseudonym. 

Anyway, others would dig out her true identity and background info after she became famous in this 

country. 

Whether she used a pseudonym or not, it doesn't really matter. 

But it's just cooler to have the Godtoddler name as the fighter's name, right? 

Ainsley took this battle as a way to relax and test the enemy. 

Seeing her relaxed face and sweet smile, the female staff was a bit dumbfounded. 

But the baby's milky voice and cute face still gave her a blow. 



Ahhh! So cute! Such a cute child is going to fight in such a bloody battle... 

This arena isn't a death match arena and fighters can't kill each other no matter what's the reason. 

Even a coincidental death isn't allowed. 

Still, losing an eye, an arm or a leg is common here, especially if you're weak. 

Thus, most people who came to the underground arena or the official arena for people to solve disputes 

were either elites or prodigies. 

Those who weren't that strong would prefer to use the combined battle rings for practice. 

The female staff was worried about Ainsley and immediately persuaded the baby with a soft tone of 

voice. 

"Little girl, are you sure you want to sign up for the next match? If you want, you have to sign this 

agreement sheet..." 

The staff showed Ainsley the simple agreement sheet containing all things the fighters had to obey 

when they signed up to fight. 

In one of the clauses, Ainsley saw that the fighters had to take responsibility for their own battle-related 

injuries. 

As long as they still had a breath left, the fighter couldn't sue the opponent for breaking the no-death 

rule or sue the arena's administrator. 

There were too many skilled people in this world. 

For some people, ensuring their opponent wouldn't die even when they only had a breath away was 

extremely easy. 

But even if they didn't die, heavy injuries would definitely affect their future. 

Thus, there were almost no teens or young adults who came to sign up for this kind of official match 

instead of the training group set up above. 

Ainsley is the only exception! 

Chapter 1058: "Must Stop Her!" 

After all, when there were disputes between two people, these people didn't necessarily have to solve it 

at the official battle arena with certain risks and danger. 

Sometimes, this kind of system was only for those with huge problems such as territorial disputes and so 

on. 

Actually, Ainsley's problem was quite great because both sides were aiming for a building, and it was for 

a guild building. 

It was indeed a heavy matter and couldn't be solved easily through the training battle area instead of 

the official one. 



Still, if Ainsley wanted to be stubborn, she could actually win against Charles just with her inheritance 

stone alone. 

Who would refuse an inheritance stone when they were offered one? 

But Ainsley came here with a secret goal in mind. 

Although there would only be 1,000 audiences on the spot, it was enough to create rumors about her. 

She needed a solid foundation to start a guild in a foreign country when she was just a temporary visitor. 

A great prestige was needed, both among on-site audiences or the live broadcast audiences. 

Ainsley smiled at the female staff and reassured her in a sweet voice. 

"It's okay, big sister. I know the risk. I still want to sign. There are no age limit rules, right?" 

Of course, there isn't. After all, which crazy person will be lunatic enough to enter the official battle 

arena when they are too young? 

The youngsters might be hot-blooded, but the training battle arena is also enough to boost their ego. 

To be honest, the audience for the training battle arena in this Arena E was actually bigger than the 

official battle arena. 

If not, why would they make an underground arena for the official battle instead of building it above? 

It's just that...Arena E was really too small, and many people with serious conflict would rather wait for 

an empty schedule to play at bigger arenas. 

To be honest, those who came to Arena E and played at the underground arena were all just for the 

sake of fun. 

There were many competitions like that, and it involved live battles, gambling, and other entertainment. 

The staff here was also used to this and didn't mind the dangerous and dirty underground arena. 

But when this kid wanted to sign up... 

The staff let out a sigh and could only obey Ainsley's wish. 

"There's no age limit in the battle arena. If you really want to sign up, just sign your name here..." 

After the staff guided Ainsley to sign the agreement sheet, the staff immediately released the news of 

the upcoming underground battle. 

The usual audiences followed Battle Arena E's official social media account, and it was easy for them to 

get new battle schedule notifications. 

Usually, they would be interested in watching the fight when they see famous fighters in the match 

schedule. 

After all, there were many people who also made a living by fighting in the official battle arena instead 

of the training battle arena. 



They didn't necessarily have grievances or problems to solve, but they just wanted to get the money 

from the audiences. 

Not only that, but if the audiences opened a gamble booth, the fighters could also make some fortune 

together with the gambling dealer. 

Some famous fighters even became famous in the Guild Union Zone and throughout the Gasha Country 

through the battle arena. 

Many people who had real problems to solve will hire these battle stars to fight on their behalf. 

Ainsley didn't know that the Gasha Country could also have such a celebrity. 

After all, in Godlif country, the celebrities were often mafias instead of other ability users. 

The ability users in Godlif Country were used to a large-scale war and battles instead of one-to-one 

duels on the battle ring. 

As usual, the audiences who had followed Battle Arena E's official social media account got the 

notification of an upcoming official battle in an hour. 

The people were curious and immediately clicked the notification to see the fighters' data... 

And then saw something shocking. 

They weren't shocked when they saw Charles's battle data because Charles was already quite a famous 

Winged Guild member, but he rarely fought in the battle arena. 

But Charles' opponent... 

Everyone inhaled sharply. 

Name: Godtoddler 

Gender: female 

Age: four years old 

Nationality: Godlif Country 

Special abilities: (Information is hidden) 

Race: (Information is hidden) 

Battle records: None. A first-timer 

The post also showed Ainsley's picture but it was only limited to her face. 

Thus, everyone could only see a photo of a tender little girl with long wavy black hair and a pair of 

crimson eyes. 

She looked so young and cute. 

But the focus wasn't here. 



Godtoddler? Four years old? 

The people who got the notification instantly felt their blood boil. 

One by one, they left a comment under the Battle Arena E's post related to this battle notification. 

[Are you guys crazy? You let a four-year-old toddler participate in such a match?!] 

[I know she's not from our Gasha Country, but can't you administrators have a heart? She's just a child!] 

[Did someone trick her? Is this Charles guy who tricked her? A scum!] 

[I have heard of this Charles dude. He's a promising member of the Winged Guild.] 

[Peh! Peh! I didn't expect him to be so ruthless. He tricked a foreign child who doesn't know anything to 

participate in such a dangerous battle!] 

The ability users and ordinary people weren't the only ones receiving the notification. 

The celestials outside who followed all the five battle arenas' social media accounts also got the 

notification. 

Coincidentally, Zach and Leah, who had just finished patrolling the capital city, also got the notification. 

When they saw Ainsley's face as one of the fighters in this scheduled match, both of them instantly 

stiffened. 

Their usually cold expressions instantly cracked, and a trace of worry invaded their indifferent eyes. 

"Isn't this the blood clan's cub we met before..." 

Leah hadn't even finished her speech when Zach had already spread his wings wide. 

"Go! We must stop her!" 

Chapter 1059: "Leah & Zach' Persuasion" 

Many audiences questioned the match schedule, but despite their protests and inquiries, the match 

would still start in an hour. 

During this hour, Leah and Zach successfully entered the Guild Union Zone and went to Battle Arena E 

on Battle Street. 

As celestials, although they weren't high-ranking celestials, they could still enter many forbidden places 

in Gasha Country such as the arena's backstage for fighters. 

When the two came to the arena's backstage for fighters, they immediately saw Ainsley and her little 

group. 

But this time, there was an afro boy next to the little baby. 

Leah and Zach still had cold faces, but once they saw Ainsley, their cold expressions melted a bit. 

"Little cub!" Leah approached Ainsley as she folded her wings after using it to rush to this battle arena. 



At the moment, Ainsley was analyzing Charles' strength and weakness in his battle video both inside the 

arena and outside the arena. 

The baby used her Airpods to listen to the battle video, but Leah's voice could still bypass the airpods' 

noise-canceling feature. 

The baby hurriedly took out her white Airpods and looked up, only to see Leah's cold face. 

"Leah?" Ainsley's eyes widened in surprise. She never thought she would see Leah again, and it was at 

the arena too! 

Leah also wanted to chit chat with Ainsley and talk more about other things, but her priority right now 

was to stop Ainsley from fighting in the arena. 

"Little cub, listen. I know you're confident, but I suggest you not fight in the arena. Or if you have to 

fight, immediately surrender when you're at a disadvantage." 

After all, many vicious fighters purposely crushed their opponent's throat or used their abilities to make 

the referee unable to hear the victim declaring they had surrendered. 

The referee also couldn't do anything If this happened and could only ensure the victim wouldn't lose 

their life. 

But as for their limbs and other body parts...the referee had to turn a blind eye to the victim's battle-

related injuries. 

Leah was really worried about Ainsley losing an arm or a leg in front of so many people. 

It would be too cruel and bloody to see a four years old toddler losing her body parts in the arena! 

"Some fighters can also leave a long-lasting and damaging ailment to their victims, " Leah added. 

Thus, even if the fighters didn't die in the arena, they could die days later outside of the arena! 

Ainsley raised an eyebrow at this information. It turned out the arena was really a bloody and inhuman 

place. 

All sorts of accidents could happen, and no one would sue the perpetrators for doing bad things. 

After all, the law of the jungle was particularly strong in the Guild Union Zone, especially on Battle 

Street. 

Ainsley let out a long sigh but still insisted on joining the match. 

"It's okay, Leah. I'm not as weak as you thought...and I also have various life-saving items and potions to 

ensure my safety." 

Even if Charles is strong, she has so many unique abilities. 

If she can't win, it's a disgrace to the almighty system Zev and the Godfather who trained her for the 

past year! 



Zach also wanted to persuade Ainsley not to fight in the ring, but when he saw the baby's determined 

face, he quietly gave up. 

Anyway, the celestial is a race that respects the strong and those who have a strong heart. 

Celestials will never give up in any circumstances. Thus, advising Ainsley to give up is also a disgrace for 

their own celestial race. 

While Leah was still soft-hearted towards Ainsley, Zach already strode to the baby's seat and pinched 

the baby's cheek like usual. 

"Okay, Leah, let's not persuade her anymore. Since the cub has already decided to fight, she can't give 

up or surrender halfway." 

This might be the longest sentence Zach ever said in his life. The usually quiet Zach couldn't help but be 

more talkative in front of Ainsley. 

"Little cub. Although you're not from the celestial race, the blood clan is also famous for their tenacity." 

"If you are their descendant, you also have to be tenacious." Zach patted Ainsley's head and firmly gave 

Ainsley the 'blood clan's cub' seal. 

The live broadcast was still online, and many audiences waited for the battle to start. 

Thus, when they saw the anchor getting close to two genuine celestials, they were already sour. 

But when they heard what Zach said, some old viewers who knew Ainsley's true identity couldn't help 

but laugh out loud. 

[Hahaha! The anchor is not the blood clan's cub, but now, everyone tacitly agrees that she is!] 

[The anchor should be trying to disguise as the famous Jake Billios' family or something.] 

[Right, right. But who knows, she will be accused as the blood clan's cub...] 

[If Jake and the Billios Family also have this iconic black hair and ruby eyes, won't other races and 

foreigners think they're from the blood clan?] 

[I heard in one of Jake's public interviews…he said that he was often mistaken as the blood clan's 

members. Hahahah.] 

[True, true! This is why he doesn't do a lot of business with the celestials because celestials hated the 

blood clan's adults more than other races.] 

[The celestials must have misunderstood Jake's race and attacked him, right? If Jake wasn't strong, he 

might have died already...] 

[I don't know Jake's true ability. He concealed his offensive ability pretty well.] 

[Hey, we also don't know all of Ainsley's abilities. Her most famous ability is her charm ability, but other 

than that, they're all mysterious.] 



[I know she has this strange curse ability and a keen hearing. But I heard that her keen hearing ability 

has evolved too!] 

[Real or fake??] 

Chapter 1060: "Studying Ainsley's Abilities" 

[Other than that, we don't know anything, right? As for the evolved ability...no one knows what it is.] 

[Anyway, I'm so jealous of the anchor. She can be so close to the two handsome and beautiful celestials 

even when they see her as the blood clan's cub!] 

[All hail Ainsley's charm! It can end the grudge between the two races!] 

[I think the blood clan should be eager to kidnap Ainsley to make peace with the celestials...] 

[The fox tribes from the beastmen race will also want to learn such a good charm, okay?] 

[Yes, yes.] 

The audience were joking with each other, not knowing that their words might come true in the future... 

After warning Ainsley to pay attention when fighting Charles, the two celestials sat not far from the baby 

and her group. 

They all patiently waited until the match started. 

At the same time, Charles' Winged Guild members also came to the arena backstage for fighters. 

There were close to twenty young guild members coming to the arena to support Charles. 

Some celestials who had connections to the Winged Guild also came to see Charles. 

"Charles, you have to beat up that arrogant foreigner! Don't take mercy on her even though she's 

young!" 

"Yes, yes. Show her the power of our Winged Guild!" 

Charles was actually an ordinary-looking young man, and only his navy blue wings added a certain 

beauty to the young man's overall appearance. 

But he is indeed a strong ability user even among the other winged ability users because his wings not 

only allow him to fly but to also use various abilities. 

So, in a sense, although his official ability is only one which is to grow navy-blue wings, he is considered 

multiple ability users thanks to his wings. 

Not to mention that his wings aren't that easy to be damaged. So far, the wings can even withstand 

bullet rains and other offensive skills from special abilities. 

Charles sat on the bench in the waiting hall and smugly ticked the corner of his lips. 

"Yeah. I won't lose against such a brat. Even if she's a child prodigy who has awakened so many abilities 

at the age of four.." 



Charles recalled Ainsley's battle video that he watched a few minutes ago, and his face darkened again. 

He didn't expect the baby to be an ability user...a multiple ability user on top of that. 

Her abilities are also extremely suitable for a large-scale battle, and she's experienced in dealing with 

both ability users and monsters or beasts. 

Charles admitted that although Ainsley's strength realm shouldn't be as high as him, her abilities were 

all rare and unique. 

Especially that charm ability and curse ability... 

Charles was arrogant, but he was not ignorant. 

He had investigated Ainsley right after he proposed to have a duel with the baby. 

He didn't know the baby's real name or whatsoever, but the technology was advanced now. 

He just secretly took a picture of Ainsley's face and searched her identity on the internet. 

Although Ainsley disguised herself, her face was still the same as Ainsley Sloan and only her hair and her 

eye color changed. 

Thus, Charles successfully found many things about Ainsley...and he was shocked for a few minutes. 

This baby is too OP! 

After Charles investigated Ainsley's information, he felt that it was even more important for him to win 

against the baby, because... 

The baby turned out to be a guild founder in Godlif Country and her guild is developing super fast! 

Charles immediately realized Ainsley's group purpose when they wanted to buy the crystal Pisa Tower. 

She wanted to use the building to build a guild branch in Gasha Country! 

Charles had already detected the danger in this plan. 

If Ainsley managed to build a new guild...he was sure that many charm ability users in Gasha Country 

would rush to join her guild. 

This guild wouldn't be a threat to the tamer guilds only but to other battle-focused guilds as well! 

After all, the Irregular Tamers were also counted as battle-focused gifts in addition to their taming 

service. 

Charles watched various videos related to the Irregular Tamer guild members' battles and he was 

intimidated. 

The Winged guild might face a tough opponent if the Irregular Tamer Guild successfully took roots in 

their Gasha Country! 

Charles took a deep breath and calmed down his emotion. 



Although he challenged Ainsley on a whim and mistook her for the blood clan's cub...his whimsy 

decision turned out to be correct. 

He had to stop Ainsley from getting that Crystal Pisa Tower! 

Charles listened to his fellow guild members' praises for him while his attention was on the battle 

videos. 

He analyzed Ainsley's battle videos from the most popular to even the least popular. 

In this era of technology and the internet, it's extremely easy to check your opponent's abilities, 

especially if they're famous. 

After all, everyone could freely record famous people's battle videos. 

The paparazzi also liked to follow famous ability users to capture their battle videos and sold the videos 

to their opponent for battle analysis. 

Just like how Ainsley analyzed Charles' battle videos, Charles was also studying Ainsley's various abilities. 

Ainsley's well-known abilities were her shaman ability, her charm ability and her curse ability. 

People said that Ainsley had a total of four abilities when she was only four years old. 

This is even more genius than other child prodigies. 

Not to mention that the degree of evolution and other progress of each ability was extremely high. 

The child wasn't only talented but also a hard-working one. 

Charles placed special attention on Ainsley's shaman ability and curse ability. 

The curse ability was the most dangerous... 

According to the video, it could kill people without a trace! 

 


